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Abstract—This paper is divided into two major parts. Following
a brief introduction that establishes some deﬁnitions and assumptions, Section II updates our earlier study on the limits of the RF
performance of optical links. Section III reviews progress since
our 1997 review paper in the development of devices enabling link
performance closer to these limits, including (but not limited to):
1) cascade lasers that permit broad-band direct modulation links
with gain 0 dB; 2) injection-locked edge- and surface-emitting
lasers at 1300 and 1550 nm with modulation frequency responses as
great as 40 GHz; 3) modulators with improved performance, especially electroabsorption modulators that now have switching voltages as low as 0.36 V, or handle optical powers as great as 60 mW,
or have bandwidths as great as 50 GHz (but not all three of these
in one device yet); and 4) high-speed photodetectors with high saturation currents, e.g., a 20-GHz device with a saturation current
of 90 mA and a 55-GHz device with saturation at 50 mA. We conclude in Section IV by summarizing the component developments
necessary for higher performance RF-over-ﬁber links, i.e.: 1) semiconductor lasers (for direct modulation) that have higher slope efﬁciency and bandwidth and lower relative intensity noise (RIN) at
reasonable bias current levels; 2) continuous wave (CW) lasers (for
external modulation) with higher ﬁber-coupled power and lower
RIN; 3) higher frequency lower loss external modulators with more
that can withstand larger
linear transfer functions and lower
CW optical powers; and 4) photodetectors with higher responsivity
and bandwidth that respond linearly even when illuminated by
greater average optical powers.
Index Terms—Future development, microwave photonics,
reviews, technological forecasting.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE USE of optical links for the transmission of RF
(analog) signals has continued to expand for more than
15 years. Perhaps the ﬁrst widespread commercial application
of analog optical links was the distribution of cable television
(CATV) signals [1]. Although perhaps not as large in dollar
sales, antenna remoting has been an important application
in both commercial and military markets [2]. More recently,
RF-over-ﬁber has been a growing application area for analog
optical links [3].
Although it is common to refer collectively to such links as
“RF” or “analog” optical links, this may lead to confusion when
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the modulation consists of a digital signal that is modulated onto
an RF carrier. Thus, it is perhaps more technically precise to
deﬁne analog optical links as ones where the optical modulation
depth is sufﬁciently small that we may use incremental or smallsignal models of the various link devices. This is in contrast
to “digital” optical links in which the optical modulation depth
approaches 100%.
It has become common practice to measure the RF performance of optical links using the same parameters that are used
to characterize other RF components [4]. In this paper, we focus
on the primary ones, i.e.: 1) gain; 2) bandwidth; 3) noise ﬁgure
(NF); and 4) spur-free dynamic range (SFDR).
Initially naive “link design” merely consisted of connecting
the optical output of a diode laser to the input of a photodiode.
However, the RF performance of such links was often modest
at best, and terrible at worst; typically one would obtain from
such a “design” a link loss of 40 dB and an NF of 50 dB, which
severely limited the applications of such links.
To address these shortcomings there has grown up over the
last 15 years or so the ﬁeld of link design, which is closely related to, but distinct from, device design. A dramatic early example of the power of link design was the work of Cox et al.
[5], who were able to achieve RF gain from link components
that otherwise would have resulted in substantial link loss.
There have been at least two other outgrowths of link design.
One outgrowth has been to highlight which device parameters
will have an impact on link parameters and to quantify that impact. For example, reductions in the threshold current of a diode
laser have no impact on link gain, whereas increases in slope
efﬁciency have a major impact. (One may, of course, want to
reduce the threshold current for other reasons.)
Another outgrowth of link design has been the ability to establish the limits on link performance [6]. Such limits have proven
useful in providing a “calibration” on the progress in link performance that has been made relative to the ultimate progress
that at least theoretically should be achievable.
In this paper, we begin in Section II by reviewing—and
where necessary updating—the limits on the RF performance
of analog optical links. We also present the state-of-the-art
in link performance that has been achieved for the four
principal analog ﬁgures-of-merit, i.e.: 1) gain; 2) NF; and
3) SFDR. Clearly, improvements in link performance are
highly dependent on improvements in device performance.
Hence, Section III reviews the state-of-the-art in the principal
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From the “outside,” i.e., when the link is viewed as a component
within a larger system—link gain is an important parameter in
setting the overall performance of the system. Gain is also important from the “inside,” i.e., when one is dealing with the design tradeoffs among the parameters of the intrinsic link.
Of the several deﬁnitions of RF gain that are commonly used
to characterize RF components, the transducer power gain has
been found to be the most useful for optical links. Hence, we
deﬁne the intrinsic link gain to be the transducer power gain of
an ampliﬁerless optical link. Since this is the only deﬁnition of
gain we use in this paper, we simply refer to this quantity as
gain. Note from the deﬁnition that there is no requirement that
the gain be greater than 1. Thus, we use the term “gain” in the
general sense wherein gains less than 1 represent loss.
It has been shown [7] that the gain can be expressed simply
as
Fig. 1. Block diagram of the intrinsic intensity-modulation/direct-detection
link (after [7]).

(1)
link components, i.e.: 1) laser; 2) external modulator; and
3) photodetector.
The implementation of a link involves several design tradeoffs. To keep the discussion of this paper to manageable proportions, we have limited its scope in the following three ways.
1) We assume single-mode ﬁber links of short (e.g., less than
1 km) length, such that dispersion and nonlinearity in the
ﬁber have negligible effect on the link’s performance.
2) We discuss only the intrinsic link. As shown in Fig. 1
(after [7]), the intrinsic link consists of an RF-to-optical modulation device, an optical-to-RF demodulation
device, and a short (less than 1 km) length of ﬁber to
connect the two. Since some of the RF deﬁnitions require
impedance matching, we also include the passive components necessary to accomplish this in the deﬁnition of
an intrinsic link. It is important to note that we explicitly
exclude any ampliﬁcation, either RF or optical, from the
deﬁnition of the intrinsic link. The exclusion of optical
ampliﬁers makes sense given assumption 1) because, in
short spans of ﬁber, the optical intensity does not degrade
to an extent that warrants amplifying it prior to the detector. The exclusion of electronic ampliﬁers avoids their
obscuring effects (i.e., added noise and nonlinear distortion), thereby increasing the visibility for the interaction
between device and link parameters.
3) We limit the discussion to direct-detection links and,
therefore, to intensity-modulation links because no other
type of modulation can be recovered using direct detection. Readers interested in an overview of links using
other types of modulation and detection are referred to
reviews such at that of Seeds [8] on coherent-detection
links.

II. PRINCIPAL LINK PARAMETERS AND LIMITS
ON THEIR PERFORMANCE
A. Gain and Bandwidth
We begin by examining link gain because of its central role
when the link is viewed from both the “outside” and the “inside.”

is the slope efﬁciency of the modulation device (with
where
dimensions of watts per ampere) and is the responsivity of the
detection device (with dimensions of amperes per watt). In (1),
the input resistance of the modulation device has been assumed
to equal the link’s output load resistance.
There are no fundamental limits that set a minimum or maximum link gain. However, a practical limit on gain is set by the
limits of slope efﬁciency and responsivity. For links in which
one is constrained to direct modulation of a single conventional
diode laser and a p-i-n photodiode, it can be shown that the link
gain is limited to be less than or equal to 1 in the case where
the laser input resistance and detector load resistance are equal
[7]. Such links will have RF loss so that, from a system perspective, they operate like an attenuator (although we will see from
a noise-ﬁgure perspective that such a link is actually worse than
an attenuator).
If, however, optically linking the two opto-electronic devices
results in a product of modulation device slope efﬁciency and
detector responsivity exceeding 1, then the link gain will be
greater than 1, i.e., the link will act as an RF ampliﬁer. Whereas
in principle it is possible to achieve positive link gain by imbuing either opto-electronic device with a sufﬁciently efﬁcient
response, to the authors’ knowledge, positive gain from an
analog optical link has been demonstrated only by increasing
the slope efﬁciency of the modulation device.
There are at least two reasons for this. One reason stems from
the desire to achieve low NF. As is discussed in Section II-B,
increasing the slope efﬁciency of the RF-to-optical modulation device is more effective at reducing the link’s NF than
increasing the responsivity of the optical-to-RF demodulation
device (photodetector). The second reason comes from the
desire to achieve high SFDR. As is discussed in Section II-C,
the highly nonlinear behavior of currently known photodetection devices having responsivities corresponding to more than
one electron generated per incoming photon—i.e., avalanche
photodiodes—severely limits the achievable SFDR [9]. Consequently, in the remainder of this paper, we will assume a
p-i-n photodiode is used for the optical-to-RF demodulation
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Fig. 2. Published gains of intrinsic (i.e., ampliﬁerless) analog optical links
versus frequency.

device—which has a responsivity that limits the gain of conventional direct-modulation/direct-detection links to less than
1—and focus on techniques for increased slope efﬁciency in
the RF-to-optical modulation device.
Fig. 2 shows the best link gain results (i.e., those with gain
20 dB) that have been achieved to date [10]–[37]. Eleven
of these results [11], [18], [23], [26], [29]–[31], [33], [34], [36],
[37] were reported since the submission of our 1997 review
paper [4], and three of these new results [11], [18], [31] are signiﬁcant in ways discussed further below.
Techniques for improved slope efﬁciency of direct modulation include the cascade laser [11], [18] and the gain lever laser
[38]. However, to date, only the cascade laser has been used to
construct a direct modulation link with positive link gain. The
ﬁrst demonstration of a broad-bandwidth direct-modulation link
with positive gain was by Cox et al. [11] who constructed a cascade laser from discrete diode lasers. Since then other groups
have demonstrated various approaches to fabricating monolithic
versions of a cascade laser [18], [39], but to date none of these
devices are available commercially.
Unlike a directly modulated laser, for which slope efﬁciency
is a native parameter of the device, the slope efﬁciency of an
external modulator is a derived parameter [7]. For example, a
Mach–Zehnder modulator biased at quadrature has a slope efﬁciency of
(2)
is the continuous wave (CW) laser power into
where
is the ﬁber-to-ﬁber transmission of the
the modulator,
is the impedance of the source, and
is the
modulator,
modulator’s on–off switching voltage. Equation (2) makes
clear the basis for the commonly employed techniques for improving the slope efﬁciency of external modulation: increasing
the laser’s output optical power and reducing the modulator’s
switching voltage. When both of these techniques are used in
the same link, the performance can be quite impressive; e.g.,
using a Mach–Zehnder modulator with a measured 6-GHz
of 1.81 V to modulate 187 mW of laser power, Ackerman et al.

recently demonstrated a link with broad-bandwidth positive
gain up to 8 GHz [31]. Higher gain requires a laser with higher
optical power, a low-loss modulator that can withstand this
higher power, and a high-speed detector that can handle higher
powers without saturating.
In general, improving the slope efﬁciency is a broad-bandwidth way of increasing the link gain. In applications where
only a bandpass frequency response is required, it is possible
to trade some of the excess bandwidth for increased response
(i.e., slope efﬁciency and/or responsivity) within the frequency
range of interest. The reason for this is that the impedance of
virtually all known opto-electronic link components is different
from the common characteristic system impedances: 75 for
TV and 50 for everything else. There is, however, a tradeoff
between the degree of impedance match—and, hence, the degree of link gain improvement—and the bandwidth over which
this match can be achieved. This tradeoff has been expressed
analytically by the Bode-Fano limit [7], [40].
Narrow-band impedance matching was combined with the
broad-bandwidth techniques for improved slope efﬁciency
listed above for an external modulation link to yield a link with
a gain of 31 dB and a 3-dB bandwidth between 140–160 MHz
[27], which, to our knowledge, is the highest published gain for
an ampliﬁerless link.
To summarize the manner in which the desire for greater
analog link gains affects (or ought to affect) opto-electronic
component design, we have shown that the slope efﬁciency of
a single directly modulated laser cannot yield a link gain of
greater than 0 dB. By contrast, the slope efﬁciency of an external modulator can theoretically be increased without bound
to yield very high gains (as shown in Fig. 2) by reducing
and increasing , although some practical limitations on the
optical power do come into play. To enable greater direct and
external modulation link gains, the various devices should then
be designed with the following criteria in mind:
• directly modulated lasers: highest possible ;
• CW lasers for external modulation: highest possible ;
• external modulators: lowest possible ; largest possible
(up to its maximum value of 1); capability of withstanding highest possible ;
(in both direct and
• photodetectors: highest possible
external modulation links); capability of withstanding
highest possible optical power (external modulation links
only);
and, to enable greater bandwidth, the directly modulated lasers,
external modulators, and photodetectors all need to be designed
for high speed.
B. NF
An intrinsic link’s NF is deﬁned as the degradation of
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) when its input noise is the thermal
K [41]. This input thermal noise
noise generated at
is ampliﬁed (or attenuated) by the link’s intrinsic gain (or loss)
. Therefore,
(3)
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where the input thermal noise is the product of (Boltzmann’s
(290 K), and (the instantaneous bandwidth of
constant),
the electronic receiver, sometimes called the “resolution bandwidth” or “noise bandwidth”). Since the output noise term
is also proportional to , the NF is independent of .
is large enough that the ampliﬁed input thermal noise
If
makes the dominant contribution to the total noise at the link
output, then there is virtually no degradation in SNR from the
link’s input to its output and, consequently, its NF approaches
0 dB. This is obviously the absolute lower limit to the NF, and
is difﬁcult to realize in actual intrinsic ﬁber-optic links because
of several other contributions to the output noise. Techniques
for minimizing the NF stem from an understanding of all the
sources of noise added by components in the link, and from
knowing which of these sources of noise are completely unavoidable versus which ones can be mitigated in various ways.
There are two unavoidable sources of added thermal noise in
a link. First, since the impedance of any modulator or semiconductor laser has some ohmic component, it generates thermal
noise, as does the resistive portion of any circuit interfacing this
device to the link input. Depending on this exact circuit conﬁguration, some or all of this thermal noise will modulate the light
and reach the link output just as the link’s input thermal noise
does, setting a new lower limit to the link NF that is greater than
0 dB. How much greater depends on several factors that have
been documented elsewhere [42]. Unfortunately, very few links
have been demonstrated in which either the link’s input thermal
noise or the thermal noise generated by the modulation device
and its interface circuit dominates the link’s total output noise.
The second unavoidable additional contribution to the total
output thermal noise from an intrinsic link is the thermal noise
generated in the photodetector circuit. This noise is usually
roughly equal in amplitude to the link’s input thermal noise.
Therefore, if the intrinsic link has loss rather than gain, then the
thermal noise generated in the photodetector circuit, rather than
the attenuated input and modulation device thermal noises, will
dominate the total thermal noise at the output of the link. In this
case, the minimum possible SNR degradation from link input
, which has been named
to link output is equal to
the passive attenuation limit to the ﬁber-optic link NF because a
passive attenuator’s NF equals its loss [27]. Taking into account
only the input thermal noise and these two unavoidable sources
of added thermal noise, one ﬁnds the absolute lower limit to
link the NF
constant

(4)
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Even in low-loss or high-gain analog ﬁber-optic links for
which the three terms in the brackets of (4) sum to a small
number, two additional sources of added noise typically dominate the output noise and, therefore, a great deal of effort has
been expended in trying to minimize them. First, the noise of the
optical source, which is quantiﬁed by the term relative intensity
noise (RIN), is detected along with the signal. Second, the statistical nature of the photodetection process itself results in shot
noise. Like the thermal noise generated in the detection circuit,
these sources of noise have amplitudes that are not directly related to the link gain. Therefore, since the link’s NF is the ratio
between its output noise and its ampliﬁed input thermal noise
[see (3)], the RIN and shot noise terms in the NF equation are
both inversely proportional to . Speciﬁcally,
constant
(5)
for a link in which the load presented to the photodetector
is simply the output impedance of the link, i.e., without a
“matching resistor” in the detector package—which has been
. The only
assumed to equal the RF source resistance
as-yet undeﬁned parameters in (3) are the average photodeappearing in both the RIN- and shot
tector current term
noise-determined terms (the fourth and ﬁfth addends within the
brackets, respectively), and the electronic charge that appears
only in the shot noise term.
It is clear from (5) that the most obvious way to reduce NF is
to increase . Not all methods for increasing are equally effective in reducing NF, however, because some of these methods
also affect the magnitude of other terms in (5). For example, one
of the common techniques for increasing the gain of an external
modulation link—increasing the average optical power—also
increases the effect of RIN and, hence, has no effect on the RINdetermined term in the NF equation. Additionally, increasing
the link gain through adjustments to the circuit that interfaces
the photodetector to the link’s output port will generally have no
effect upon either the RIN- or the shot noise-determined terms
because such changes will affect how well the circuit couples
these noise currents to the link output to the exact same extent
as they affect how well it couples the signal photocurrent to the
link output. These facts are easier to understand if we substitute the expression for in the case of a Mach–Zehnder modulator-based external modulation link (for example) into the ﬁnal
three terms of (5) as follows:
constant

where the unquantiﬁed “constant” expresses the effect of the
ﬁrst unavoidable source of added thermal noise arising in the
term
modulation device circuit (discussed above) and the
quantiﬁes the effect of the second unavoidable source of added
thermal noise (discussed here). Note that even at frequencies
where the ﬁrst source is negligible, the second source of noise
causes a link to have worse NF than an attenuator with equivalent loss. For example, an attenuator with loss approaching 0 dB
will also have 0 dB NF, whereas (4) dictates that a link with
0 dB loss will have an NF of at least 3 dB.

(6)
expression for
To derive (6), it was also necessary to use the
a Mach–Zehnder modulator at its quadrature bias point, i.e.,
(7)
Recall from (1) and (2) that increasing the product
and
are equally effective techniques for increasing ;
reducing
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Fig. 3. Illustration of “low-biasing” technique for reducing the NF of an
external modulation ﬁber-optic link that uses a Mach–Zehnder modulator.
V, I
mA at 
.) The link’s output
(Assumptions: V
noise (left axis) decreases more quickly than its gain (right axis), causing the
optimum NF (right axis) to occur at a bias point between 90 –180 .

=3

= 10

= 90

Fig. 4. Published NFs of intrinsic (i.e., ampliﬁerless) analog optical links
versus frequency.

notice from (6), however, that the latter technique (reducing )
is a more effective means of reducing NF than is the former. This
is a distinction that is important when techniques are discussed
for improving the link’s dynamic range.
Interestingly, it also sometimes turns out that, when atby impedance matching to the modutempting to improve
lation device, the matching circuit design that maximizes
differs from the one that minimizes NF; one such situation was
demonstrated in [42].
Besides increasing , there is another way to reduce the
link’s NF that is especially effective in links where the NF is
RIN dominated. This technique, which was discovered independently by three groups in 1993 [43]–[45] has become known
as “low biasing” an external modulator. The beneﬁts of this
technique are easiest to quantify in the case of a Mach–Zehnder
external modulator in a linear electrooptic material like lithium
niobate because its transfer function—and, therefore, its slope
efﬁciency, as well as the link’s gain and the average photocurrent
—can be expressed as simple functions of its dc-bias
. Fig. 3 shows, for speciﬁc assumed photonic comvoltage
ponent values, the effect of the low-biasing technique on the NF
of a Mach–Zehnder modulator-based external modulation link.
From the curves in Fig. 3 showing the intrinsic link gain
and the total output noise from the link, it is evident that the
noise initially decreases more quickly than the signal as the
) is
modulator bias (where
increased from 90 toward the light-extinguishing bias of 180 .
At some optimum low-biasing point between 90 –180 that depends on component parameters such as the laser RIN, the link’s
NF is minimized. If the bias point is moved further toward 180 ,
the signal gain begins to decrease more quickly than the noise
and, therefore, the NF begins to increase relative to its value at
the optimum low-biasing point.
As is explained further in Section II-C, a modulator produces no second-order distortion only when biased where is
maximum (e.g., at
for a Mach–Zehnder modulator).
Therefore, the low-biasing technique for reducing NF has an
adverse effect on the link’s second-order distortion-limited
dynamic range such that it tends not to be employed, except

in links with bandwidths of less than one octave in which all
second-order distortion products fall out of band.
An additional way to reduce the NF in links where the NF
is RIN dominated is to use one of several external modulation
link architectures that use a balanced differential photodetector conﬁguration to cancel the CW laser’s RIN. In the most
conventional of these architectures, the two outputs from a
Mach–Zehnder modulator in
quadrature-biased
which an optical directional coupler rather than a y-branch
combiner produces the necessary interferometry and are connected via equal-length optical ﬁbers to the two detectors.
Since the two modulated outputs from the Mach–Zehnder
modulator are complementary—i.e., 180 out-of-phase with
one another—subtracting them in the differential detector conﬁguration doubles the output signal current (thereby increasing
) while canceling the common-mode component, which is
the laser’s RIN [30], [46].
Using one of the methods discussed here may sufﬁciently reduce the NF either such that no pre-ampliﬁer is required to meet
the system NF requirement or such that the gain that this pre-ampliﬁer needs to have is not so large that the input second- or
third-order intercept powers are reduced to the point where the
link’s dynamic-range speciﬁcation is unachievable.
Fig. 4 shows the best link NF results (i.e., those with
dB) that have been achieved to date [10], [11], [14], [18],
[22], [28], [30]–[33], [35], [37], [45], [47]–[53]. To achieve
lower analog link NF, the various devices should be designed
with the following criteria in mind:
• directly modulated lasers: all the criteria for high gain
plus the lowest possible RIN at a bias current that enables
high-speed operation, but does not yield a large value of
;
• CW lasers for external modulation: all the criteria for high
gain plus the lowest possible RIN;
• external modulators: all the criteria for high gain, but the
; of secondary importance is
most important is low
and the capability of withstanding the highest
largest
possible optical power ;
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photodetectors: highest possible
(both direct and external modulation links, same as the gain goal), capability
of withstanding highest possible optical power (external
modulation links only, same as the gain goal).
Not surprisingly, this set of criteria includes the set of device
design criteria for high link gain given in Section II-A.
C. Dynamic Range
The dynamic range is uniquely important among link performance measures in that it is the only one that generally cannot
be improved by adding an ampliﬁer before or after the link.
We quantify the dynamic range as the two-tone SFDR. This is
the SNR of one fundamental frequency at the link output when
the link input consists of two equal-power fundamental frequencies at a power level that produces intermodulation distortion
products with output powers equal to the output noise.
We are primarily concerned with the third-order SFDR. The
and
third-order intermodulation frequencies are
, where and are the fundamental input frequencies. The
reason for the concern with the third-order products is that, in
frequencies may appear within the
any system, the
system bandwidth. The second-order SFDR is only important
for systems whose bandwidth is more than one octave because
will fall outthe second-order intermodulation products
side the passband of a suboctave system.
In the following discussion, we separate links into two categories: “broad-band” and “suboctave.” Broad-band indicates
that both second- and third-order distortion products are minimized, whereas suboctave indicates that only third-order distortion is minimized. (This refers to the ultimate application target
of the link, but not to the experimental link itself. There are several examples of experimental links that have a 3-dB bandwidth
spanning several octaves, but that are operated in such a way
that only third-order distortion is minimized.) A link using a
Mach–Zehnder external modulator can be operated in either a
broad-band or suboctave mode. For example, if this modulator
is biased exactly at the quadrature point of the modulator’s optical power versus voltage transfer function, all even-order distortion products are cancelled. The second-order SFDR is then
very large and we consider this a broad-band link. If this same
modulator is low biased to achieve better link NF [43]–[45],
the second-order distortion becomes large (typically reducing
second-order SFDR to approximately 60 dB in a 1-Hz noise
bandwidth) and we consider the link a suboctave link.
The SFDR depends on the noise bandwidth because the noise
bandwidth affects the output noise level. The functional dependence of the SFDR on the noise bandwidth depends on the relationship of intermodulation output power to fundamental input
power. For standard links, the third-order distortion varies as
the cube of the input RF power, which leads to an SFDR that
depends on noise bandwidth to the 2/3 power. For second-order
distortion, the intermodulation products vary as the square of
the input electrical power and, thus, the second-order SFDR
depends on the noise bandwidth to the 1/2 power. If a link is
“linearized” by using a modulator or electrical circuit that cancels the dominant nonlinearity, the relationship can change so
that there is a steeper dependence of intermodulation power on
input power; the impact of this is that, for a linearized link, the
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third-order SFDR will depend on the 4/5 power of the noise
bandwidth. In order to compare linearized and standard links on
the same basis, we will pick a ﬁxed noise bandwidth and compute the SFDR.
As was stated in Section I, this paper is concerned with
intensity-modulation/direct-detection links, and this is the only
type of link for which we discuss results below. Coherent
analog links have also been investigated [8], [54]. Initially
these were considered for systems where there was very low
received power, and their performance was low compared to
direct-detection links. Coherent-detection links can have SFDR
comparable to direct detection links if the received power is
sufﬁciently large. Links with SFDR up to 115 dB Hz
at frequencies up to 15 GHz have been reported [55]–[57].
Although we do not discuss these further, it should be noted
that coherent links have advanced in performance along with
the more common direct-detection links.
The absolute maximum achievable SFDR, which occurs in
the total absence of distortion, is the SNR [7]; therefore, we
brieﬂy discuss what limits the maximum SNR of an intensitymodulation/direct-detection link. It is often assumed, usually to
facilitate analysis, that a link is shot-noise limited, in which case
the SNR can be made arbitrarily large by arbitrarily increasing
the optical power—at least in principle.
For intensity-modulation links, the residual intensity ﬂuctuations at the photodetector, with no signal applied to the modulation device, clearly will limit the minimum depth of signal
modulation that can be conveyed by the link. Consequently, it
is intuitively clear that some combination of thermal noise, shot
noise, and RIN imposes a limit on the SNR. To formalize this
limit, consider ﬁrst a hypothetical photodetector that detects a
signal modulating an equally hypothetical RIN-free optical carrier such that thermal noise generated in the detection circuit
imposes the only upper limit upon the SNR. The photodiode
modulation current is related to the average detector current
by the optical modulation depth viz.
(8)
The maximum
; consequently, the maximum SNR under
thermal noise-limited detection is simply
(9)
Next, consider the maximum SNR limit set by shot noise by
itself (in the hypothetical absence of thermal noise and RIN) as
follows:

dB

(10)

Finally, the maximum SNR in the RIN-limited case (thermal or
shot noise both hypothetically zero) is

dB

decibels

(11)
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Fig. 5. Plot of the SNR versus average photodiode current for thermal
noise-limited, shot noise-limited, and three cases of RIN-limited detection.

Fig. 5 shows these limits to
as a function of
with
three typical values of RIN used as a parameter. It is clear from
this ﬁgure that the maximum SNR is poor for low values of ,
but improves quickly as
is increased. However, for larger
values of , the laser’s RIN imposes an SNR limit that cannot
any further. Only for very low
be exceeded by increasing
values of RIN can the very best situation be approximated, i.e.,
the shot noise limit shown by the upper rightmost extent of the
heavy solid curve in Fig. 5 that represents the absolute physical
limit to the link’s output SNR for a given average photodiode
current .
to an RF link’s
To relate the above discussion of
dynamic range, recall that the SFDR is deﬁned as the highest
SNR for which the intermodulation terms are equal to the noise
ﬂoor. However, for an ideal modulation device with a strictly
linear transfer function, there are no intermodulation terms, thus
the maximum SFDR is the SNR.
If a modulator or directly modulated laser can be made to be
almost perfectly linear, the resulting SFDR will be exceedingly
large. An external modulator with a perfectly linear transfer
function would generate no distortion products until the RF
input voltage (peak) reaches half of the on–off voltage. For such
a modulator, even an on–off voltage of only 0.3 V (sufﬁciently
low to enable an NF of 4 dB assuming a reasonable average
photocurrent of 10 mA if the RIN is negligibly low) would
generate no distortion products until the input signal power
or 6.5 dBm. This correreaches
sponds to an SFDR of 6.5 dBm
174 dBm/Hz 4 dB ,
or 163.5 dB Hz. However, according to (11), to realize
this SFDR we also require a laser with a RIN of less than
166.5 dB/Hz, which is consistent with the low-RIN assumption used to calculate the NF.
In practical links, a maximum SNR of 155 dB Hz can be
readily achieved [58]. However, the nonlinearity of the modulator (or laser in the case of direct modulation) and of the photodetector limit the SFDR to a much smaller value than the SNR
because intermodulation products appear above the noise ﬂoor
at modulation depths much smaller than 1. A quantitative analysis of the nonlinearity can become quite lengthy because the
connection to physical device parameters is different for each

Fig. 6. Analog-link third-order SFDR versus frequency in a 1-Hz noise
bandwidth. Points represent measured performance of speciﬁc links reported
in the literature. Lines represent interpolated or extrapolated performance of
speciﬁc links.

different type of modulation device. A more detailed discussion
of dynamic range and linearization is found in [59].
In past discussions on the limits to analog link performance
(e.g., [6] and [60]), the point has been made that lowering the
of a modulator to improve the link’s NF reduces the link’s SFDR
as the NF approaches a value limited by input thermal noise and
that yields an optimum
that there is, therefore, some value of
NF-SFDR tradeoff. This assertion is relevant in a region of NF
that only has been reached at low frequencies ( 200 MHz) as
of yet. As modulators and lasers improve, however, this tradeoff
will become more important.
With the above background, Fig. 6 shows published SFDRs
in a 1-Hz noise bandwidth [25], [33], [52], [58], [61]–[71]. The
-axis scale corresponds numerically to the commonly used
and dB Hz .
bandwidth scaling quantities dB Hz
Direct modulation links [25], [64], [67] have large SFDR (up
to 125 dB Hz [64]) at 1 GHz, but suffer from signiﬁcantly
decreasing SFDR as the frequency increases [67]. This is due to
properties inherent to the laser, namely that as the operating frequency gets closer to the relaxation oscillation resonance, the
distortion worsens [72]. These links are broad-band because
second-order distortion is fairly low (second-order SFDR of
102 dB Hz at 1 GHz was demonstrated in [64] simultaneously with the high third-order SFDR). However, this secondorder distortion is still too large for CATV transmission (the
largest multioctave optical analog link application) and, therefore, for this application second-order linearization needs to be
applied electronically.
External modulation links can have high SFDR out to higher
frequencies [58], [71]. Links using a standard Mach–Zehnder
interferometric modulator do not have quite as high a thirdorder SFDR as directly modulated links below 1 GHz, but they
are able to maintain a high SFDR out to a much higher frefrom 2 to
quency. The link in [71] achieved 112 dB Hz
17 GHz. Second-order distortion can be very low, limited by the
detector, because the modulator can be biased so it creates zero
second-order distortion. In this type of link, high optical power
reaches the detector because the modulator is biased at a point
where it transmits half of its maximum power. Large SFDRs
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of 119.5 dB Hz
(third-order limited) and 126 dB Hz
(second-order limited) were achieved at frequencies up to 1 GHz
in [68] by using a specially designed high-power detector. Electroabsorption modulators can also enable very high-frequency
analog links [73], but typically they have not achieved as high
an SFDR in this mode as the Mach–Zehnder because of limited
optical power-handling ability.
Suboctave versions of links using the Mach–Zehnder modulator have demonstrated dynamic range of up to 115 dB Hz
at frequencies of up to 20 GHz [69], [70]. High SFDR is easier
to achieve at high frequencies with a sub-octave link because
the modulator can be biased closer to its off state so that only a
small amount of optical power reaches the detector. This allows
use of high laser power for high SFDR without requiring a high
power detector.
Suboctave linearized modulators have produced the highest
SFDR in a 1-Hz noise bandwidth. The highest performance
at
has been demonstrated at low frequencies: 134 dB Hz
130 dB Hz
at frequencies up to
150 MHz [61], and
500 MHz [32], [52]. There is no fundamental problem with
extending this linearized modulator SFDR to higher frequencies, but practical difﬁculties such as tighter manufacturing
tolerances for cascaded modulators make it more difﬁcult, and
the nonlinearity of high-frequency detectors also becomes a
factor limiting the link performance. The electroabsorption
modulator has a bias point that gives minimum third-order
distortion, which results in linearized performance with a very
simple modulator. This type of modulator has generated some
of the highest SFDRs at high frequency [62], [63], [65]: up to
at 10 GHz [63].
128 dB Hz
Broad-band linearized modulators are also possible, but it is
harder to get high performance using them. One example that
has been reported in a link is the linearized directional-coupler modulator [74], but experimental difﬁculties prevented it
from achieving its full potential and limited its link’s SFDR to
111 dB Hz . A technique using two wavelengths of light in
a single Mach–Zehnder modulator resulted in a broad-band link
up to 2.5 GHz [66].
with an SFDR of 121 dB Hz
Practical system noise bandwidths are much larger than 1 Hz.
Since the linearized links’ SFDRs have a steeper dependence on
noise bandwidth than do those of standard links, the advantage
shown in Fig. 6 is reduced as the bandwidth increases. To see
how the picture changes as the bandwidth increases, the results
of Fig. 6 were replotted in Fig. 7 using a noise bandwidth of
500 MHz. This is a rather extreme case in that most current systems have noise bandwidths less than one-tenth as large as this,
but it may be representative of future high-performance systems.
Fig. 7 shows that, for large noise bandwidth, the advantage of the
linearized modulators is reduced substantially to the point where
they have little advantage over standard modulators at frequencies 1 GHz, and are even beaten by the best direct modulation
link below 1 GHz.
To achieve greater link SFDR, the various devices should be
designed with the following criteria in mind:
• directly modulated lasers: all the criteria listed for
high gain and low NF, plus as linear as possible a powerversus-current curve and a very high relaxation oscillation
frequency;
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Fig. 7. Analog-link third-order SFDR versus frequency in a 500-MHz noise
bandwidth.

•

•

•

CW lasers for external modulation: highest possible
and lowest possible RIN (same as for the gain and NF
goals);
external modulators: all the criteria listed for high gain
and low NF, plus as linear as possible a power-versusvoltage curve;
photodetectors: all the criteria listed for high gain and low
NF, plus as linear as possible an output current versus
input power curve.
III. IMPACTS ON DEVICE DESIGN

A. Laser
1) Lasers for Direct Modulation Links: In Section II, it was
established that the desire for high-frequency direct modulation
links with high gain, low NF, and wide SFDR drives the need
for semiconductor lasers that can be directly modulated at high
speeds and with the greatest possible linearity and low RIN.
Here, we discuss progress in the development of high-speed
lasers since 1997.
Virtually all direct-modulation intensity-modulation/
direct-detection links use diode lasers with one of two
edge emitting laser cavity designs: Fabry–Perot (FP) or
distributed feedback (DFB). Some low-performance links use
light-emitting diodes. To date, vertical-cavity surface-emitting
lasers (VCSELs) have only begun to have much impact on
analog-link designs, at least partially because the majority of the
efforts have been at 850 nm, where the VCSEL material and
fabrication problems are more tractable, but ﬁber loss and chromatic dispersion are high. Recent efforts have demonstrated
VCSELs at 1550 nm with a modulation frequency response
40 GHz [75].
The best direct intensity-modulation/direct-detection link
gains are plotted versus frequency in Fig. 2 [10]–[26]. Note that
most of the direct modulation-link gains fall below 0 dB. This
is a simple consequence of conservation of energy, which limits
the product of laser diode slope efﬁciency and photodetector
slope efﬁciencies to be less than 1. As will be discussed further
below, although the direct modulation-link gain is independent
of average optical power, the gain is proportional to the square
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Fig. 8. Conceptual diagram of the cascade laser, wherein individual lasers are
connected electrically in series and their optical outputs are coupled in parallel
onto a photodetector (after [11]).

of the laser’s ﬁber-coupled slope efﬁciency. Coupling its highly
divergent diode-laser beam into the low-divergence mode of
a ﬁber is relatively inefﬁcient, making the single-mode ﬁber
coupled slope efﬁciencies of commercially available devices
typically 10%–65% of the diode-chip slope efﬁciency. The
highest reported efﬁciency of butt coupling to a single mode
ﬁber is 80% [76]. The ﬁber-coupled slope efﬁciencies of
currently available diode lasers range from 0.1 to 0.32 W/A.
Using the highest value of slope efﬁciency, and assuming a
perfect detector responsivity (corresponding to one electron per
1550-nm photon) and that all other link losses are negligible,
the link gain is 9.5 dB.
An obvious way to improve the gain of direct modulation
links would be to use a type of semiconductor laser with higher
laser-slope efﬁciency such as the gain-lever laser [38]. However, initial attempts to achieve high link gain using this laser
have been unsuccessful. Further, the substantial nonlinearity of
this laser’s versus curve (as shown in [38]) suggests that
its SFDR will be unacceptable for the majority of analog-link
applications.
Another method, the cascade laser, has shown improvement
in the performance of slope efﬁciency; see Fig. 8. This was
ﬁrst demonstrated by Cox et al. [11] who derived the fact that
the slope efﬁciency of the cascade is simply the sum of the
slope efﬁciencies of the individual lasers in the cascade. Cox
et al. achieved a low-frequency slope efﬁciency of 1.89 W/A by
cascading six discrete lasers [11]. Getty et al. later achieved a
5-GHz 3-dB bandwidth and a slope efﬁciency of 1.01 W/A with
a three-stage InP segmented-ridge cascade laser [18].
The slope efﬁciencies achievable from cascade lasers should
permit direct modulation links to enter the realm of performance
that had heretofore only been attainable using the more costly
external modulation link approach. Extension of the cascade
laser to greater efﬁciencies or powers is, however, limited. Individual lasers of the cascade are short and have high series resistance; connecting these electrically in series results in still
higher overall device series resistance. Keeping overall device
resistance acceptable for modulation limits the total number of
devices that can be cascaded.
A second method of improving link gain is to accept reduced
bandwidth for increased link gain. Many antenna remoting and
some CATV applications have used this approach. One way to
make this tradeoff is to replace the conventional resistive (i.e.,
lossy) impedance-matching circuits with lossless (at least ideally) reactive impedance-matching circuits. Since the real part
of the laser impedance is typically less than the 50- source
impedance and the photodetector impedance is typically greater

than the 50- load impedance, it is possible to make the ratio of
photodetector to modulation-device resistances more than compensate for the extent to which the product of the square of
the slope efﬁciencies is shy of 1, thereby using the gains from
impedance matching to completely overcome the electrooptical
slope efﬁciency losses. Three of the direct modulation links
whose results are plotted in Fig. 2 achieved link gain 0 dB
using this method [10], [12], [13].
The maximum broad-band frequency response that has been
demonstrated for a diode laser is 40 GHz. This high 3-dB bandwidth (deﬁned with respect to the low-frequency response) was
obtained by damping the laser’s 22-GHz relaxation oscillation
so that the gain rolled off very slowly above this frequency
[77]. However, at frequencies near the relaxation oscillation
frequency, a laser’s noise and distortion increases, which, in
turn, degrades the NF and SFDR around this frequency [72].
Therefore, the maximum usable bandwidth for direct modulation analog links can be considerably less than the maximum
3-dB bandwidth.
It has been shown that the relaxation resonance frequency is
proportional to the square root of the average optical power [78].
To achieve the record 40-GHz response required operating the
laser at a bias current 10–12 times greater than the minimum
current for lasing. To achieve further bandwidth increases via
simple increases in the optical power will be difﬁcult because of
the laser heating due to the higher bias current. Different diodelaser active-layer architectures, such as the multiple quantumwell structure employed in the 40-GHz laser in [77], have been
analytically determined to be capable of achieving much higher
bandwidths, but to date, the experimental demonstrations have
not borne out the theory.
Another method for modulation bandwidth enhancement has
been accomplished with optical injection-locked edge-emitting
lasers [79] and VCSELs [75]. The enhancement for the injection-locked VCSEL was dramatic, causing the free-running
laser resonance of 6 GHz to increase to 40 GHz.
For applications that only require a very narrow passband,
another way of circumventing the present bandwidth limit of
semiconductor lasers is by exploiting the enhanced modulation response at frequencies that are at or near the laser cavity
round-trip time. Lau [80] used this technique to demonstrate
modulation at 40 GHz, albeit with a 3-dB passband width of
only 200 MHz.
The lists in Sections II-A–C summarizing component development goals all included a desire for directly modulated lasers
with higher such as the ones discussed above, but also mentioned the need for lower RIN and for a more linear transfer
function; we are not aware of any study published since 1997
on improving these latter two characteristics.
2) Lasers for External Modulation Links: As explained in
Section II, the gain of an external modulation link is proportional to the square of the CW optical power supplied by the
laser. Optical sources with narrow output spectra, such as semiconductor, solid-state, and doped-ﬁber lasers, are appropriate
choices for CW optical sources in external modulation links because their output power levels and RIN characteristics can enable the desired link gain and NF. At the 1550-nm wavelength
that is currently of greatest commercial interest, however, no
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TABLE I
COMMERCIAL OFF-THE-SHELF SINGLE-FREQUENCY LASERS AT 
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= 1550 nm

solid-state sources are commercially available, leaving semiconductor and doped-ﬁber lasers as the strongest candidates for
an external modulation link. An erbium-doped ﬁber oscillator
followed by an erbium-doped ﬁber ampliﬁer (EDFA) is an appropriate choice when very high optical powers are needed. The
currently available values of optical power and RIN are listed in
Table I for standard commercial off-the-shelf lasers.
Another factor that sometimes has to be considered when
choosing a CW laser is the dc power it consumes. The dc power
efﬁciency (the ratio of the optical output power to this dc input
power) has traditionally only been a quoted speciﬁcation for the
semiconductor lasers that supply the optical pumps in solid-state
and doped-ﬁber lasers. If RF links are going to be considered for
use in power-starved platforms such as satellites and unmanned
air vehicles, the dc power efﬁciency and volume will be factors
that system designers will also consider when selecting a laser.
B. Modulator
In an external modulation analog link, the modulator often
is the dominant factor in determining link performance. There
are several characteristics of the modulator that are important (most of which were set forth and brieﬂy discussed in
Sections II-A–C): the voltage sensitivity, usually represented
by , the impedance, the optical loss, the optical power-handling capability, the linearity, and the environmental stability.
Here, we further discuss these characteristics in the context of
particular modulators; for a more detailed discussion, see [7]
and [59].
There are three materials that have been used for most of
the modulators reported in the literature and used in systems:
lithium niobate, III–V semiconductors, and polymers. A variety
of modulator designs can be built in each of these materials. The
performance of a modulator is determined by the material, the
modulator design, and the aggregate amount of effort that has
been spent developing the modulator. We will look at one modulator design in each of these materials, choosing as examples
the devices that have demonstrated the highest performance to
date.
The most highly developed modulator is the Mach–Zehnder
interferometric modulator in lithium niobate. This device
has been investigated and engineered for 30 years and is in
widespread commercial use. Lithium niobate is a very stable
material and Ti-indiffusion offers a well-controlled method for
making stable low-loss optical waveguides that can be coupled
to single-mode ﬁbers with low loss. The modulation mechanism is the linear electrooptic effect, which has only a small
dependence on wavelength or temperature and will respond to
frequencies 100 GHz. Typical ﬁber-to-ﬁber optical insertion

Fig. 9. Modulator V versus frequency. Lines (and, in one case, a single
square) represent measured performance of speciﬁc modulators reported in
the literature. A few state-of-the-art results are shown for each of the types
of modulators discussed in this paper. Wavelengths are 1300–1550 nm and
impedance is generally near 50 for all these devices.

losses for these devices are 3–7 dB. Commercial versions of
these modulators have passed the Telcordia qualiﬁcation, which
includes 10 000 h at 85 C [81], and the devices will typically
withstand temperatures up to 125 C while operating. The
ultimate upper limit to optical power handling is not known,
but there have been several measurements with up to 500-mW
input power at 1300–1550 nm with no serious problems.
The drawback of the lithium–niobate modulator for analog
use is its poor sensitivity (at least relative to an ideal modulator)
. To achieve low
as represented by its unattractively large
of a few tenths of a volt is desirable.
NFs in analog links, a
as a function of frequency for the
Fig. 9 shows the measured
modulators with the lowest
at various frequencies; the solid
lines are lithium–niobate Mach–Zehnder interferometric modulators (at 1300 or 1550 nm). This is the type of lithium–niobate modulator that has demonstrated the lowest . At very
low frequencies ( 500 MHz), a lithium–niobate modulator can
V with a bandpass impedance match; the record
achieve
V at 30 MHz [51]. Lithium–niobate modfor this is
ulators can reach very high frequencies, but broad-band performance comes at the expense of high . The widest bandwidth
modulator of any type thus far reported is a lithium–niobate
modulator with a 3-dB bandwidth of 70 GHz and a maximum
measured frequency of 110 GHz [82]. This device has a low-freof 5.1 V and is the highest
curve shown in Fig. 9.
quency
(There have been demonstrations of narrow-band modulation at
higher frequencies than 110 GHz in various materials, but these
measurement and also all have 3-dB
generally do not have a
bandwidths 70 GHz.) Between the two extremes of low bandand high bandwidth with high , there are
width with low
intermediate choices. The two plotted in Fig. 9 [83], [84] represent the state-of-the-art.
The electroabsorption modulator built in III–V semiconductors is the next most developed type of modulator. This
has been in development for 20 years. Many other modulator
types, including the Mach–Zehnder interferometer, have been
demonstrated in III–V semiconductors, but thus far, none has
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achieved the low drive voltage and utility of the electroabsorption modulator.
The electroabsorption modulator is much more sensitive to
temperature, wavelength, optical power, and device design than
the lithium–niobate Mach–Zehnder interferometer. The sensitivity to wavelength and temperature is due to the basic operation mechanism of this type of modulator, which depends
upon electric-ﬁeld-induced changes in optical absorption near
the band edge of the semiconductor. These issues have been
engineered well enough for certain types of electroabsorption
modulator—speciﬁcally one which is monolithically integrated
with a laser [electroabsorption-modulated laser (EML)]—to be
commercially viable. The dependence on device design is actually an advantage: there are more variables to control and optimize in an electroabsorption modulator than in a lithium–niobate modulator so performance is still improving rapidly.
There are three examples of an electroabsorption modulator
shown in Fig. 9. The lowest voltage device has an equivalent
of only 0.36 V at dc and a 3-dB bandwidth 20 GHz [63], [85],
making it the lowest voltage broad-band modulator of any type
thus far reported. (Electroabsorption modulators do not have an
is calcuunambiguous on and off voltage so an equivalent
required for an interferometric modulator
lated by giving the
to have the same maximum slope of optical transmission versus
only for opvoltage.) This modulator, however, has this low
rises
tical power 2 mW. If the optical power is 24 mW, the
to 0.58 V at dc. An electroabsorption modulator can be designed
for high power; one of the highest power devices can handle
at dc is 1.1 V [37]. Fiber-coupled insertion
60 mW, but its
losses of these modulators are high—typically 10–20 dB. Electroabsorption modulators are capable of very high frequency
operation, although there will be some tradeoff with voltage.
A modulator operating up to 50 GHz had an equivalent dc
of 2.6 V [86]. The high switching voltage of this device relative to that of [63] does not necessarily completely represent a
bandwidth-dependent effect; it also represents an advance in the
state-of-the-art between [86] in 1997 and [63] in 2003.
Polymer modulators are the least mature technology of
the three. Like lithium niobate, polymer modulators work
via the linear electrooptic effect and, thus, the basic operation mechanism is capable of very high frequencies. Also
like lithium niobate, the predominant modulator design is
the Mach–Zehnder interferometric modulator. Most of the
development effort has focused on the polymer material itself.
A variety of host polymers and electrooptically active chromophore dopants have been investigated. Since the polymer
material can be engineered for high electrooptic effect, the
can eventually be achieved. In general,
hope is that very low
though, the polymer materials with larger electrooptic effects
are the least stable against temperature and optical power.
The polymer modulators plotted in Fig. 9 represent the
lowest polymer ’s reported. These examples operate at 1300
or 1550 nm and have ﬁber-to-ﬁber optical losses of 6–10 dB.
reported is 0.78 V at dc
The lowest polymer modulator
[87]. This modulator had a broad-band electrode structure,
but no high-frequency results were reported for it. This device
had an estimated optical insertion loss of 6 dB and maximum
power-handling ability of 20 mW. It used a low-temperature

polymer system that degraded if exposed to 75 C for more than
a few minutes. A somewhat more robust polymer modulator
of 2.1 V in a 16-GHz
was reported in [88]. This achieved a dc
device and 4.2 V in a device that operated up to 50 GHz. This
device was able to withstand 1000 h at 60 C. It also was limited
is compromised, a polymer
to 20 mW of optical power. If
modulator can be quite stable. For example, [89] reports a
polymer modulator that withstood 2000 h at 100 C and could
handle 250 mW of optical power at 1300 nm; however, the
was 27 V at dc and its bandwidth, if measured, was not
reported. It should be kept in mind that both the stability and the
electrooptic effect of polymers are continually improving and
the performance given here is just the current state of reported
results.
is not the only critical parameter
As mentioned earlier,
describing modulator performance in an analog link. The optical power output of the modulator, and its impedance, are also
and impedance into a single
important. It is easy to combine
measure expressing the modulator’s sensitivity to RF power, but
in Fig. 9 because all
we choose to stay with the more familiar
these modulators had approximately 50- impedance or were
could be reported in the 50- environment.
tested so that
When link gain is the performance measure of interest, the
,
relevant modulator-related quantity is the slope efﬁciency
as deﬁned in (2) for a Mach–Zehnder modulator. In this case,
and optical power throughput
are weighted equally.
When the NF is the measure of interest, the relative imporand optical power will depend on which contributance of
tion to the output noise is most important. The relationships can
be seen clearly in (6). If receiver thermal noise is the dominant
noise source in the link, then the NF is inversely proportional to
; thus,
link gain and, therefore, proportional to
and optical power are weighted equally. However, as discussed
in Section II, if receiver noise is the dominant noise source, this
indicates that the link is behaving like an attenuator, which is
usually far from desirable. In the much more desirable scenario
where link output noise is dominated by shot noise, the NF is
and, thus,
has more of an effect
proportional to
than optical power. Finally, if the link output noise is dominated
, and there is no optical
by RIN, the NF is proportional to
power dependence at all. Thus, there are several relevant meato express how the
sures that combine optical power with
modulator affects link performance.
Another issue in evaluating the optical power output of the
modulator is the relative importance of insertion loss and maximum power-handling ability. Insertion loss is important when
the modulator’s optical power-handling ability is larger than
other limitations on optical power in the link. In this case, the
insertion loss determines how powerful a laser must be used to
achieve a given output power. Optical power-handling ability,
however, is critical when it is low enough that it sets the limit
on the optical power that may be used in a link. This is often the
case for polymer and electroabsorption modulators.
It is clear from the above discussion that there are many ways
and optical
to take into account the relative importance of
power when evaluating the overall performance of a modulator.
in Fig. 9. To give an
We have given the state-of-the-art for
example of how the various modulators perform when optical
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Fig. 10. Modulator slope efﬁciency versus frequency. Lines represent
approximate calculations based on measured performance of speciﬁc
modulators reported in literature.

power is also taken into account, we will choose the most extreme case, which is a link where the modulator power-handling
ability sets the optical power level, and where the relevant performance parameter is the link gain. In this case, the slope efwill be the appropriate performance measure. This
ﬁciency
is shown in Fig. 10 for most of the modulators represented in
Fig. 9. The combination of large power handling and reasonable
gives the lithium–niobate modulator a much larger slope efﬁciency than the other types. If the power-handling ability of
electroabsorption modulators can be brought up to be comparable to that of lithium–niobate modulators while preserving low
, they will overtake lithium–niobate modulators in slope efﬁciency. The importance of power handling can be seen in that the
electroabsorption modulator with the highest slope efﬁciency is
[63], but instead the one with the
not the one with the lowest
highest power-handling ability [37].
C. Photodetector
In Section II, it was established that the desire for high-frequency direct and external modulation links with high gain, low
NF, and wide SFDR drives the need for photodetectors that
respond efﬁciently and linearly to light that is modulated by
high-frequency analog signals. In the case of an external modulation links, whose performance is generally better for larger
values of optical power, the importance of responding linearly to
modulated light that has a large average value was also stressed
as an important desired quality of the detector.
Our 1997 review paper [4] discussed the tradeoffs between
responsivity, bandwidth, and power handling, including a comparison of surface and edge emitters in this regard. Since then,
these issues have been treated in greater depth in other recent
photodetector technology tutorials and reviews (e.g., [90] and
[91]). Since 1997, it appears that the most signiﬁcant change in
the technology has been the advent of high-speed photodetectors with greater power-handling capability. Fig. 11, provided
to us by Li and Campbell of The University of Texas at Austin
[92], reviews the progress in the development of photodetectors
demonstrating high saturation currents and 3-dB bandwidths between 100 MHz–100 GHz [92]–[100].1
1[Online]. Available: http://www.u2t.de/pdf/Datasheet_XPDV2020R&2020
_V42.pdf
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Fig. 11. Published optical power-handling capability of photodetectors versus
RF frequency.

As previously stated, the future availability of high-speed detectors with greater and greater optical power-handling capability will enable external modulation links to have increased
gain and reduced NF. The optical power-handling capability
is an even more important factor in determining the achievable SFDR because it goes hand in hand with the device’s linearity. In most conventional analog links—those that do not use
a linearized modulator—the modulator’s or directly modulated
laser’s nonlinearity dominates that of the link and thereby sets
the limit on the link SFDR. It has been shown, however, that in
links with linearized modulators, the detector’s nonlinearity can
set the upper limit on the SFDR. Therefore, if the need for modulators and directly modulated lasers with more linear transfer
functions is fulﬁlled, detectors with greater linearity (and, therefore, higher power-handling capability) will be needed to reap
the beneﬁts of an improved link SFDR, as we have previously
discussed [4].
IV. SUMMARY
In Section II, we have updated our earlier study [6] on the
limits of the RF performance of optical links ﬁnding that the following component developments are necessary to enable links
with better gain, NF, and SFDR:
• semiconductor lasers that have high slope efﬁciency and
bandwidth and low RIN at reasonable bias current levels;
• CW lasers with high ﬁber-coupled power and low RIN;
• high-frequency low-loss external modulators with linear
transfer functions and low that can withstand large CW
optical powers;
• photodetectors with high responsivity and bandwidth that
respond linearly even when illuminated by large average
optical power.
In Section III, we have discussed the progress since our 1997
review paper [4] in the development of devices addressing these
needs, including, but not limited to, the following:
• cascaded semiconductor lasers [11], [18] that theoretically permit direct modulation links with gain 0 dB
across broad RF bandwidths;
• injection-locked edge- and surface-emitting lasers at 1300
and 1550 nm that have been demonstrated with modulation frequency responses as great as 40 GHz [75];
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•

modulators with improved performance, especially electroabsorption modulators that now have switching voltages as low as 0.36 V [63], [85], or handle optical powers
as great as 60 mW [37], or have bandwidths as great as
50 GHz [86];
• high-speed photodetectors with high saturation currents,
e.g., a 20-GHz device with a saturation current of 90 mA
and a 55-GHz device saturating at 50 mA [96].
The gap between what is theoretically possible and what can
be experimentally demonstrated has narrowed considerably in
the nine years since our last published review of the state-ofthe-art, and prospects for further improvements look promising.
We, therefore, conclude that another update to this review of
RF-over-ﬁber technology will be warranted some time around
the year 2010.
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Correction to “Limits on the Performance
of RF-over-Fiber Links and their Impact
on Device Design”
Charles H. Cox, Edward I. Ackerman, Gary E. Betts, and
Joelle L. Prince
In the above paper [1], there was an error in the verticalaxis label in Fig. 7. The correct label is “Dynamic Range (dB
in 500 MHz),” as shown below. The references for each point
in the figure are as listed in [1].
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Fig. 7

Analog link third-order spurious-free dynamic range vs. frequency,
in a 500-MHz noise bandwidth.
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